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Introduction

Objective yield research studies on tart cherries began in Michigan
during the 1958season and continued thz:ough1962. Theprimarl purpose
of these studies was to develop 'WOrkableand effic:ient field sampling
tedmiques and to obtain measuresof variability for constructing sample
designs. Majorgrowthand developnentcharacteristics were observed in
order to dete1'llinetheir relationship with yield per tree.

Researchworkresumedin 1967to gain information about various proce-
dures that oould be used to improvethe efficiency of the samplingmethods
and increase the precision of the estimates of fruit per tree. Oneof the
mainobjectives was to developmethodsthat 'WOuldreduce, (1) the sample
size necessary to attain an acceptable level of precision and (2) the
t_ required to makeCOlD'ltsand measurements.for each sampletree.
Theuse of photogt1aphywas investigated with the hope it could be used to:

(1) Select samplelimbs independentlyof the fruit CO\Ultingphase.
This could reduce the time per tree and give a morehanogeneous
set of sample limbs.

(2) Reducethe samplesize necessary to attain estimators with
acceptable precision .. ,

(3) Prov,idefruit counts fromphotographsto improveestimates for
the JUDberof fruit per tree

&mmary

This study deals with problemsencolUlteredin the, early stages of fruit
developaent, since an early season forecast is of primary concern to the
industry. Ccnmtsof fruit on samplelimbs in the selected trees were
obtained in 1967and 1968. Measurementsof limb cross sectional area
(CSA)weremade. Stereo photographswere taken of "bare" trees and
color slides of fruit on the trees were taken during the growingseason.

Major findings of this study include:

(1) Thebare tree stereo slides provided a goodbasis for construct-
ing a samplingframe for detenniriinp:the numberof terminal
samplingunits.

(2) Thenumberof fruit on a terminal limb is highly correlated with
its cross"sectional area - thus suggesting the use of the CSA
in either the samplingprocedure or in the estimating procedure.
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(3) AnoptiDun allocation indicates that tM>tenninal sampling
lDlits per tree be selected. A PPS (sample lDlits selected with
probability proportionate to size) estimator showeda sampling
variance considerably lower than an equal probability estimator
whenthe s8llple size is two.

(4) A tM>stage sampling procedure where one primary is selected
with probabilities proportionate to size and two terminal lDlits
chosen within the primary, also PPS, performed as well or better
than the single stage estimator. This is important fran a cost
standpoint, because it would only be necessary to obtain limb
measurementsand COlDltswithin one primary rather than in the
whole tree •.

(5) Twoindependent estimates of the nllllber of fruit per tree were
caupared. Onewas based on a direct '~xpansionof limb cOlDlts-
the other was obtained from a COlDltof' sreen fruit in the photo·
graphs. Analysis of the two estimates sJiOW'tlM:mto be signifi-
cantly different - thus implying that the COlDltsobtained from
the photograph do not reflect the actual fruit COlDlt. However,
COlDltsof fruit from photographs taken at harvest time do compare
favorably with the limb COlDltS.

(6) Measuresof tree size - trunk CSA,sumof primary CSA's and area
of tree proj ected on the screen - were comparedwith total tree
production. Noneshoweda significant relationship. This could
be doe to sample size.

(7) The average weight per cherry at harvest time showedlittle
variation. Thus only a small sample would be needed to obtain a
weight estimate of the ripe fruit.

Data Collection Procedures

In JlDle, 1967, two trees were subjectively chosen. A total fruit COlDltby
path section and terminal limb (see definitions below) were obtained. The
primary purpose of this workwas to gain experience dealing with problems
to be encolDlteredon future studies.

In April, 1968, eleve.n trees were selected as follows:

(1) Twoconveniently located orchards were chosen in the Belding area
of Michigan.

(2) About 200 trees were measured in each block using trunk cross-
sectional area (CSA)as a size criterion .

. (3) The trees were arrayed by size, and systematic samples of 5 trees
from one block and 6 trees from the other block were obtained.
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(4) Stereo photographs of the 11 sample trees were taken from
opposite sides. On each side, two limbs were tagged with white
ribbons and the CSAmeasured so they could be used as a guide
whenusing photographs to select sample limbs.

The stereo photography was implementec1to devise a meansof constructing
a sampling fraJRefor limb selection. Theywere used to divide the tree
into sampling units (terminal limbs). This procedure is often referred
to as "mapping"the tree. The primary objective was to obtain sampling \D1its
that were approxiJDatelyequal in size (about 1.0 CSA). The following
defini tions were used in the mappingprocedure:

(1) Primary limb - all limbs at the first branching of the tnmk.

(2) Path section - a section of a primary limb. Either teminal or
non""terminalbranches E!IIlergefran it.

(3) Terminal limb (sapling \D1its) - A limb with a cross-sectional
area of about 1.0 square inch. Noother major branches should
emerge from this li..d>.

Using the stereo photographs, sketches were drawn of the trees - one sketch
per priary. Each primary was then divided into path sections and sampling
\D'lits. Each S8IIIplingunit was nunbered in a clockwise manner.

The tree sketches were taken into the orchards in J\D'le. CSAmeasurements
were obtained fOT all saq>ling \D'lits, path sections, and primary limbs. In
two trees, a ~lete count of all of the fruit on the trees was obtained
by sampling \D'lit and path section. In the remaining trees, sample limbs
were systematically selected using the mDbering sc.helledesignated in the
mappingprocess. This hopefully assured a good distribution of terminal
limbs around the tree. Fruit on the path associated with each selected
limb were also counted.

Photographs - stereo and 3S _ slides - were taken on opposite sides of
each tree whenthe fruit was CO\D'lted.A metal frame lIIasused to divide
each side into quadrants. A separate photograph of each quadrant was taken.

At harvest time, the quadrants were again photographed. Ripe fruit on the
sample limbs were picked, cOlUlted,and weighed. CO\D1ts.of fruit visible
in the pictures of the different quadrants WIW+obta1fted for pictures of
both green and ripe fruit.

Analysis

The main objective of this study was to determine howto most efficiently
estimate the numberof fruit in a tree. Different procedures for estimating
the fruit, based on a ~ampleof limbs, were canpared. Testa were made to
determine whether the 1,ISeof the COlUltsobtained from the photographs could
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be used to improve the precision of the estimators.

I. Analysis of LimbCounts:

A. Basic Data

To test alternative ways of estimating the I1lIIlberof fruit on a
tree, it was necessary to examinesomebasic tree characteristics
and their relationship with the total fruit set. The distribution
of the frei t within a tree was also examined.

The first factor CDI1Sideredwas the correlation between the size
of a sample limb and the IUlllberof fruit on it. 1Wo correlation
coefficients were computedfor each tree sampledin 1968:
(1) The ntJRberof tenninal fruit vs CSAof tenninal limb.

(2) Adjusted terminal fruit vs CSAof terminal limb. Here the
fruit on each path section were divided equally amongthe
terminal sampling lUlits on or beyond the path section.

The average size of the sample liJBbs in each tree was obtained.
The standard deviation of the sizes was then expressed as a
percentage of the mean (coefficient of variation). This was to
test whether the sampling lDlits established were about equal in
size. The average numberof fruit and its coefficient of variation
were also canputed. The data is presented in the following tables
along with the total numberof sample lDlits (N) in each tree and
the nllllber sampled (n).

Table 1-1.--Tree terminal limb size and fruit COlDlts,Michigancherries, 1967

Ave1'!Be
Average r

Tree N C.V. (X) fruitY C.V. (Y) (adjusted)
CSAX (adjusted)

(Sq. inches) (Percent) ( (NuDber) (percent) (Correlation)

1 54 1.112 35.6 209.5 58.8 .509**
2 49 1.120 60.4 68.3 64.4 .371**



Tabie 1-2.--Tree terminal limb size and fruit counts, Michigan cherries, June 1968

Tree N n
, ): Average : : Correlat10n : Correlat10n; C.Y. (X : fruit (Y) : C.Y. (Y): r : r ad'usted

1-6 66 12 1.458 25.6 802••J 33.7 .777** t736**

2-2 48 5 1.020 42.9 658.4 44.5 .891** .831**
4-10 31 5 1.400 11.2 591.4 27.1 .801* .785

10-11 44 6 .900 47.6 526.3 65.0 .924** .925**
17-17 92 10 .810 24.0 297.4 69.9 ,,163 t518
22-13 85 11 .863 31.0 304.J 56.3 .829** .752**
37-1 80 6 .850 46.3 161.8 78.9 .148 .179
42-2 50 10 .770 26.6 378.4 66JJ .•670* .796**
42-15 74 10 .710 37.7 373.7 68.0 .578 .581
11-13 22 22 .909 43.3 599.5 53.3 .867** .850**
11-6 28 28 1.017 45.8 301.2 72.1 .680** .631**
Average .988 42.2 446.4 68.1 .680** .690**

* Significant at 95\ probability level
** Significant at 99% probability level
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·{hedata indicates there was saae variation in the average size of a
saJapling mit even though an attempt was JI8de to equalize them. Since
:he designation of sample liJDbswas based on photography alo~, the
aIOOmtof variability is not vf!IlYlarge. The bare tree photography thus
provided a good frame frail which to select S8IIple limbs.

The correlation coefficients revealed a significant relationship between
the size (CSA)and numberof fnti. t on a teI1linal liJDb. There is only a
slight difference in the correlation between the adjusted and actual
froit CO\.Ultsand the terminal limb size measurement. Therefore, if a PPS
method of sample selection is used, little loss in efficiency will result
by allocating path froit to teminal limbs.

Table I -3 shows the correlation coefficients between sane additional
measures of tree size and ~s of tree fnrl.t". The data for all trees
woe caubined to obtain these correlations.

Table I-3.--Relationship between tnm1cand primary limb sizes and tree
fruit set, Michigan cherries, Jtme 1968

Relationship

Primary limb CSAvs. m.aber of
tenninals on the primary

Primary limb CSAvs. estimated
numberof froi t on the primary

Trunk CSAvs. estimated m.JDber
of froi t onthe tree

Degrees of Correlation
freedan coefficient

51 .727**

51 .616**

10 .422

E.mof priDlry CSA's within each
tree vs. estimated m.aber of
froi t on the tree

Total are:.•.of tree as measured
from photo vs. estimated fnti.t
on the tree

** Significant at the ~ jlS'obahility Iftrel.

10

10

.300

.500

The primary limb CSAis highly correlated with both the nllDberof froit
it contains and the nunber of teminal sampling mits in it.

The significance of the correlation coefficient between terminal limb
CSAand te11Jlina1froi t suggests that the sampling design should utilize
this size criterion. Since CSA's at the primary level are still
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significantly related to fruit set, this size measurementcan also be
utilized. These factors suggest the use of a tw-stage sampling pn)-
cedure usill limb CSA's in each stage to estimate the numberof ftuit
per tree.

Before cooq>aringthe relative efficiend ies of SCJIlesampling.designs,
the distribution of the fruit within a tree will be examined. This is
40ne in the following section and is used to determine optimlD sampling
fractions •

B. OptiDunSampleAllocation

The next problem to be considered is the OIItinun s~le allocation.
Of primary concern is the optirun s81llplingfractions to use when
sampling within a tree. The optinun sampling rate for the m.unberof
trees to select within a block will also be determined. The cost and
variaJ1c:eftmctions given below will be considered.

Total cost • Cl nl + C2 nl n2 + C3nl n2 n3 + C4 nl n2 n3 n4

Var (Y) •

Cl • The aDIO\D1tof travel time between blocks.

C2 • The time period involved in finding a sample tree and identifying
all primary limbs in the tree.

C3 • The Ill.IDberof minutes it takes to select one primary and
detenaine the J1lIIlberof terminal sampling units in it.

C4 • The IUllllberof miIWtes it takes to select a terminal lUlit,
identify and count the numberof fruit it contains.

Let nl • numberof blocks

nZ • optiDun numberof trees to sample in a block

n3 • optiDun JUJRberof primaries to sample in a tree

n4 • optiDun nunber of temi.na1s to sample in a primary

Whenus~ the above variance and cost functions, Snedecor and Cochran
(1967) Y' show that the following values of ni are opt:inJn:

!!Snedecor, George W. and William B. Cochran, Stat.il~~~ Methods, Sixth
Edition, Iowa State University Press, AllIes, Iowa, I.., pp 531-534.
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Variance componentsfor each level of sampling were canputed. The
data was fran the sample limbs in the eleven trees used in 1968.
Since the sample limbs were chosen with equal probabilities - the
allocation will be optiaB for a simple randomsampling scheme.

Table 14. - -Cost data and variance canponents, Michigan cherries,
June 1968

Component Cost d.f. Variance

Betweenblocks 30 minutes 1 11,314,529
Trees within blocks 15 minutes 9 76,897,354
Primaries within trees 20 minutes 39 14,510,890
Tenninals within primaries 30 minutes 74 132,292,438

The variance componentswere obtained fran the nested ADV based on
expandedn\Dnbersof froi t:

The optinun sampling rates for equal probability sampling follow:

n4 •• 2.4 • 2 or 3

n3 ••.4 • 1
nZ ••3.7 ••4

Since it will probably be necessary to minimize variance subject to
a fixed cost rather than minimizing cost subject to a fixed variance,
n. will be determined fran:

.l..

The evidence is fairly conclusive that only one primary unit per
tree be selected. The optillun numberof teminals to select within
a primary is two or three. Since the between block componentof
variance has only one degree of freedan, the ~lue of nZ maybe
questionable. However,Small's study (1967) !! l>asoo on six blocks
located in three separate districts, also gives an opti.Dunallocation
of Z or 3 trees per block.

Y Smallt Richard P. t Research Report on Tart Cherry Objective Yield
Surveyst USDA,Statistical Reporting Service Research Publication
distributed December, 1967.
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C. Comparisonof Estimating Procedures:

Consider a tree consisting of a population of tenninal limbs, each
containing an unknown m.-ber of fruit. The objective is to find
a practical sampling procedure that provides a good estimate of the
total numberof fruit in the tree.

the analysis to this point has shownthe following results:

(1) Terminal limb CSA'sare correlated with nunbers of fruit.

(2) Primary limb CSA'sand fruit numbersare correlated.

(3) Whenconsidering costs - two terminals from the same
primary should be sampledwhenselecting limbs with
equal probabilities.

A total fruit COtmt- by path section and terminal sampling tmit -
was available for four trees. These trees were completely "mapped"
makingit possible to c<JIIpareseveral samPlinstdesi~s.

A single stage sampling schemeis donsidered first. This method
requires a listing of all of the teminal limbs within each tree.
This listing is prepared so the selection of a terminal limb does
not dependupon its associated primary limb.

1\«) procedures for drawing a sample from this listing were considered.

(1) Select the terminal limbs with equal probabilities.

(2) Select the samplewith probabilities proportional to size
(CSA). With PPSsampling, the listing must also contain
a size measurementfor each terminal limb.

Previeos analysis has suggested a PPSsample be selected. However,
the equal probability schemeis presented to provide a means for
comparison. Samplesizes of n • 1 and n • 2 are compared. Population
coefficients of variation (C.Y.) for the following single stage
sampling schemesare shownin Table 1- S.

A
Yl - one tmit 6hosen with equal probabilities (EP).
A
Y2 - one tmit chosen with probabilities proportional to size

(PPS).

"Y3 - two tmits selected (EP) without replacement.
1\
Y4 - two tmits selected (PPS)without replacement.
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The single-stage sampling schemesbeccme i.JIIpractical when the IUDber
of teminals in a tree is large due to the cost of preparing the
listing.

An al terna te',procedure would be to consider two-st.age sampling schemes.
Since the optiDun allocation indicates only two tE!rminals be geIlfE"IedJ
from one primary, different procedures for selecting two teminals
from one primary willI be cClDp8red.

As the nameimplies, the sampling is done in two steps. First, a
primary limb is selected. Then the sample of terminal limbs is
drawn from this primary. This methodhas salle distinct advantages.
For example, it is not necessary to knowthe m.lDberand size of every
terminal limb in the tree. Only the tmits within the selected
primaries need be identified and measured. A disadvantage is that
sampling variances are usually larger than those from a single stage
schemebecause there is saq>ling error at two stages rather than one.

The two--stage sampling procedures considered are:
A
y5 - one primary chosen with equal probabilities, two tenninals

within the selected primary chosen with equal probabilities.
This was suggested by the optinun allocation.

"Y6 - one primary (PPS), one teminal within (PPS).
1\
Y7 - one primary (PPS), two teminals within (pPS)t

The variance estimator for the blo-stage procedure also gives the
variance in components - one due to sampling primaries within a tree,
and another due to sampling terminals within primaries.

Another selection procedure considered is knownas the "RandomPath" 1/
method. This method consists of proceeding out a selected primary and
stopping at each.branching point to detennine which one to follow. A
PPSprocedure is used at each branching point. The path is followed
until a teminal unit of a desired size is reached.

'r1e sampling variance for each estimator was computedto provide a
means for cauparison. The f011ll11asused in each case are presented
it'1 AppendixA. The coefficients of variation for the various estimators
for the four trees completely counted are shownin Table 1-5.

The effects of PPSsampling as canpared to equal P!obabili ty sampling
are JOOstnoticeable in the single-stage case. An encoura.2i.pgnote is
the performance of the bIo-stage saq>ling schemes. This md1cates

1/ Jessen, RaymondJ. (1955). Determining the Fruit Co\Dlton a Tree
by Randanized Branch SaDq>ling. Bianetrics.
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Table 1-5.--Coefficients of variation fOTestimators, Michigan cherries,
1967 and 1968

Tree :I. · Tree Z Tree 11-6 Tree 11-13
Estimator

,.,.• 54 · N • 49 101 N • 28 N • 22· •

Single stale

"Yl EP n • 1 .61 .62 .72 ,52
"Y2 PPSn • 1 .44 .70 .49 .25
1\

Y3 EP n • 2 .41 .44 .50 .36
~
Y4 PPSn • 2 .33 .49 .35 .17

Twostage
A

Y5 one prim. EP
tl«> llenn. EP .53 .54 .52 .36

"Y6 one prim. PPS
one term. PPS .49 .62 .51 .26

A

Y7 one prim. PPS
tl«> tenn. PPS .36 .47 .41 .19

Randalljtath

"Y8 n • 1 .57 .80 .59 .39
Numberof fruit

in trees 11,311 3352 8364 13,250

little or no loss in sampling efficiency will occur when sampling
in two stages. FutlllHmnore,considerable time will be saved if it
is necessary to "map"only one primary limb in a tree.

The estimator designated by Y5 (selection of on~ primary with.equal
probabilities and two termldals also with equal probabilities) is
that suggested by the optiDun allocation. The PPS sampling sChemes
(Y6and Y7) provide t1IIOalternatives that are superior to the opti.rnLml
allckation:
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(2)
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A
If Y is used, then we need to sample only one terminal
limb6instead of t1It'Oto get about the same sampling error
as that for the optiDun allocation.

II
If Y7 is used, a considerable reduction in sampling errors
is achieved for the same sample size.

The variances of the tw-stage estimator consist of two canponents -
one due to primaries and one due to sampling terminals within
primaries. Table I -6 showshowthese canponents vary for different
sampling schemesand sample sizes.

Table 1-6. --'Il«>-stage variance cClllpOnents,Michigan cherries, 1967 and 1968

I I . Analysis of Photo COlDlts

A. Counting Procedure:

The goal of this analysis was to obtain knowledgeof the possible
advantages of photography in inq>rovingestimates of fruit production.
This section discusses the procedures followed and conclusions
reached.

Whenlimb counts and measurementswere obtained in JWle, 1968, color
photographs of the trees were taken. A metal frame was used to
divide each side of each tree into quadrants - thus a total of eight
pictures were taken of each tree. Similar pictures were again taken
at harvest time.

Several photographs were used to train the cOlDlters; As ex;ected
it took a considerable amountof time to count an entire slide. It
also appeared that tw different people CO\D1tingthe same slide might
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obtain significantly different counts. Based on the experience
gained during the training period, the C01.Dltingprocedure developed
for the green fruit slides was as follows:

(1) Four out of the eight photographs in each tree were
selected - two quadrants caaprising a diagonal from each
side.

(2) Four people did the actual CO\D1ting.

(3) Within each tree, each ccnmter was randomly assigned to
a quadrant. Then in order to replicate the COlDltSso
any differences between c~ters could be detected, they
were again assigned to the quadrants, but subject to t\«.l
restrictions:

(a) Nophoto was to be COlDltedtwice by the same person.

(b) Each person was to COlDltonce on each side of each
tree.

(4) Each photo-slide was projected onto a screen marked off
into square grids. The grids provided a saJllPlingframe
so a subsample of collllUlSor grids within collllDlScould
be selected.

(5) The first person assigned to a quadrant cOlDltedit entirely,
recording the COtmtsgrid by grid. The second person
assigned to the quadrant COlDltedonly the fruit in a few
systematically selected collllD1S. A sampling fraction of
one third was used.

This COlDltingdesign provided a replication of collDlD1Swithin each
quadrant and a means for detecting any differences between counters.
A columnby columncanparison will test the feasibility of subsampling
within a quadrant.

A similar procedure was followed whenCOtmtingthe fruit in the
pictures of ripe cherries. The main difference was that only two
counters were used. They both counted only a subsample of each slide.

B. Basic Data

Selected columns within each slide were COl.D1tedtwice - each COl.D1t
by a different person. Columnby coh.D1Dlcanparisons thus ;rpvided
a test to determine if there were any differences between cOlDlters.
No significant differences between COtmterswere fOlDld. The absence
of any differences between cOlDlters indicates it would not be
necessary to replicate the COlDltSof every photograph in an operational
program. It may still be advisable to replicate a portion of the
CO\.U1tsas a check on the COW'lters.
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Table II-I shows the average time in minutes it took to COWltan
entire slide and to COWlta fraction of a slide. The sampling
procedure followed cut the average time in half. The canparist)ns
of cO\mting times between green and ripe fruit indicates ripe fruit
was DlJcheasier to CO\D1t.

Table II -1.--Average IUlllberof minutes to COlDltselected photographs, Michigan
cherries, 1968

Green fruit Ri frui t
Tree Estimated : Averge time : Average tiM Estimat: .: Average time

tlLmberof to count to sample . t'() samplefruit .
fruit entire photo photo photo

Jtialtes ~ Minutes

1-6 36,899 40 18 30,073 7
2-2 31,603 31 22 26,325 5
4-10 18,339 28 13 16,597 8

10-11 23,158 44 27 22,741 8
11-6 8,364 25 13 7,360 4
11-13 13,250 41 11 10,626 4
17-17 27,370 48 22 23,292 5
22-13 25,859 62 27 24,307 6
37-1 12,960 32 15 11,664 5
42-2 18,935 41 23 14,334 5
42-15 27,661 42 21 25,254 6
Average 39.5 19.3 5.7

In order to utilize the photography on a large scale, it will be
necessary to reduce the nlaber of slides per tree and cOWltonly
a portion of a slide.

Variance cauponents were canputed for the levels of sub-sampling
within a tree. These wre used to detennine the feasibility of
subsampling. The costs incurred at each level were also considered.
They were:

C1- Cost of JOOvingfran tree to tree.

C2 - Cost per photograph within a tree - includes film and
developing charges.

C3 - Time involved in detemining what collDIlI1Sto sample.
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C4 - Average time to COt.D1tthe fruit in a sample grid.

The following table gives the cost data and variance canponents
for the levels of subS8llpling.

~
Table I I -'£. - -Cost data and variance cClllpOnents,MiChigancherries,

J\D1e, 1968 data

Subs..,ling level Cost (dollars) d.f. : VartaJace
• Canponent.

Betweentrees 2.00 10 2.66
Photographs within a tree .30 33 6.53
Col\llll1Swithin a photo .05 455 4.53
Grids within a column .05 3154 26.12

Following the procedure outlined in section 1-B the optimum
allocation is:

(1) Three grids per sample columnshould be selected.

(2) Twocolumnswithin a slide would be chosen.

(3) Four quadrants (photos) are needed from each tree.

The nllllber of trees to photograph would depend upon the size of
the budget.

The estimated total nlDber of fruit in each tree was,obtained by
nultiplying the average JUlllberof fruit per quadrant by the nllllber
of quadrants in each tree. An independent e!;timate of the fruit
set in each tree was available fran the limb CO\Dltsmadeat the
time the pictures of green fruit were taken. LimbCO\Dltswere also
obtained with the pictures OJ'ripe fruit. These estimates of fruit
set are shownin Table II-l'. Table II-3 gives the correlation
coefficients between the two estimates.

The difference between the two estimates based on limb CO\D1ts
reflect the fruit drop occurring during the growing season.

Despite a deaease in fruit set, IOOrefruit were CO\Dltedfran the
photos of ripe fruit than fran the green fruit photos. The
correlation coefficient indicates the numberof green fruit
visible in a photograph is not related to the actual JWIJlberof
frui t in the tree.
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Table II-2.--Estimated total Il1.IDberof fruit in trees b), photo and limb COW'lts,
Michigan cherries, 1968

Green frult Ripe fruit
Photo . Photo ,Ph>to Limb . PhotoTree LimbCotUlts , of of ripeCOW'lts limb COW'lts COtUlts limb

L-6 36,899 4010 11 30,073 8,818 29
2:'-2 31,603 3464 11 26,325 5,452 21
4-10 18,339 2323 13 16,597 3,732 22

10-11 23,158 4680 20 22,741 8y650 38
11-6 8,364 1399 17 7,360 2,1,~4 30
11-13 13,250 3191 24 10,626 3)'162 30
17-17 27,370 7031 26 23,292 8,492 36
22-13 25,859 7723 30 24,307 l'y092 42
37-1 12,960 3101 24 11,664 2,704 23
42-2 18,935 3232 17 14,334 7,526 52
42-15 27,661 3893 14 25,254 10,456 41

Average r :::;.6" 18 1='~'7 34

Twofactors maycontribute to these problems:

(1) The fruit set in the tree maybe such that not all fruit
are visible in the photograph. The green fruit mayalso
blend with the leaves.

(2) The quality of the photographs could be improved. A
polaroid lens filter has been suggested to reduce the
glare and shading problems. Also, using a faster film
then Kodachrane II (ASArating of 25) wuld pennit
using smaller lens openings and greater depth of field.

It appears that improvedphotographic teclmiques will be needed if
it is to be utilized at the green fruit growth stage. The lack
of correlation between the green photo and limb COtUlts~t be
caused by a cotUlter error. The canparisons between cotUlters shOlled
that they 'Werecounting the same m.nber of fruit in a photograph.

The correlation between the ripe photo COW'ltsand limb cOWlts
demonstrates the feasibility of using the photographs. However,
these were taken at harvest time. The cherry industry is primarily
interested in an early season forecast. Any further attempts to
utilize the photography should be directed toward the fruit in its
early stages of growth.
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III. Fruit weight

During harvest time in 1968, fruit fran about three terminals in
each tree was picked and weighed. 1M. NIl was computedto determine
if there are any differences lidthin trees, between trees, or between
blocks•

Table II I -.1.--Nested AOV, ripe fruit weight, Michigancherries,
1968

Source D.F. SUnof Mean Fsquares squares

Blocks 1 .20 .20 .61
Trees/b1ocks 9 3.02 .34 .66
Terminals/tree 21 10.67 .51

This table supports the findings of earlier studies. There is no
sianificant difference in the average weight of fruit on tennina1s
within each tree. In other l«>rds, the average weight per cherry
on one terminal limb can be expected to be the sameas the average
weight of those on other terminals within a tree. Furthennore,
the average weight per fruit on one tree can be expected to be the
sameas that on another tree within a block. The table also shows
no significant difference between the block means, but with only
two blocks to canpare, no general infere"nces should be made.

The unifonnity of the weight data indicates that a relatively
small sample as comparedto that required for count data is
necessary to estimate the average weight per cherry.



AppendixA - Estimating Procedures

The following terms will be used:

N • The IU.IIlberof primary limbs in t.he tree.

Mi • The numberof tenninal sampling units in the ith primary.

Xi • The cross"sectional area (CSA) of the i th primary.

p. • ~i· The probability that the ith primary limb was selected.
1 Ir-

EX.
1.

X.. ·-=TheCSA of the jth terminal unit in. the ith primary unit.1J

Tij •
~
E i X ... 1J
J

• The probability that the jth tenninal unit in the
i th primary limb was selected .

y .. • The numberof fruit associated with the jth tenninal in the
1J ith primary. N Mi

~ the total nunber of froi t in the tree is Y.. • 1:" 1:" Yij' and
i j

the numberof sampling units is ~ Mi· AlS() Mi .. b f
. ~ Y" 'II Yi 1S me m.un er 0
1 J' 1J .

froi t on the i th primary m1i.t.

y.
N
~y. -
1 N

1
While Y •

Nowwe have a complete COlUltof the total numberof fruit in the tree
by ·,..mninal lUlit. This will be used to compareseveral estimators that
0',; j:1 be used to estimate the numberof fruit in the tree. The methods
to De considered are - single stage, two stage, and randompath.

I. Single stage

a. Select one tenninal lUlit with equal probabilities of selection.



2

Y• • ~ 2 ]( 1J - Y)
r M.

1 - 1

b. Select one terminal samplingtmit with probabilities propor-
tional: to a measureof size (CSA). The probability of any
terminal tmit being selected is

x··~ .. • 1J
1J N Mt X..

t- 4: 1J
i j

A YijThen 12• andr1J

1\ N Mi
Var (Y2) • ; ~ ~..

1 J 1J

y··2 y2

Li 1J 2

WhereY•. is the total froi t in the tree.

c. Select two terminals with equal probabilities.

~J~Mol (Yij + Yij 'J and
3 Li 1J 2

N
(i M - 2)
i i

(2)

N ~ •(~~ (Yij _ y)2
i j

N
£ M. - 1
. 1
1

d. Select two tenninals with tmequal probabilities (PPS). The
probability of any terminal tmit being selected first is



,

C' .1)

x· .·-rt-1t' }:. X ... . 1J
1 J

• ck which is similar to that for Y2·

3

(1 - ck - Ck')
(2 - Zk - Zk')

II • Two- stage Sampling
a. Suppose that one primary tmit was selected with equal

pro1:>abilities. Then two tennina1s were selected with equal
probabilities within the chosen primary. An unbiased estimator
is

1\ N Mj, (Yi)' + Yij)
Ys • ---------Z

Var ~s) • N <i Y1' - Y) 2 + N ~ M. (M! - 2). 1 2
1

M.
1
S.
j

Notice that the variance of the estiinate is in two components. -
(1) Represents the variation among the primary totals Yi·
(2) Represents the variation among the terminal units with?n

each primary.

Select one primary with probabilities proportional to size
(C.S.A.) then select one terminal within the primary
again with PPS.

1\ N y. 2
Var (Y) • I:' 1-iPi

1\

Y6 • Yij
p. t··1 1)

is an unbiased estimator of the population
total and



"

4

c. Select one primary with probabi1itie~ proportional to size.
Then select two terminals fran withi.Jl the selected primary
(wtr) •

1 0""(2 - T·" - T·.,) ~ (1
1) 1) 1)

y." ,
- T·" ,) + ~

1) Tij ,

Yi2 2 N 1 '-i. ~.)P;-i - Y.• + ~p:;- ~ Ti)"Ti)", (1 - T.. - T.") ~ij ~ij' 2
1 1 j j' 1) 1) ". - .",

(2 - T". - T"·,) 1) 1)
1) 1)

III. RandomPath

Select a tenninal limb by the randan path methodas described by
Jessen. Calling the final probability of selection ~j' the
lDlbiasedestimator of Y8 is

Yi"~.
1)

He suggests using the following variance estimator -

I( M· 2 N Mi 2
Var (Y). L ~ (~ij - Y•• ) • ~ ~ YLr _ y •• 2

i j ~j ij i ) Rij
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